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the commander of us forces states that the mole is to be assassinated. c.i.a. agents have to decide
whether or not to carry out the mission on their own, or attempt to extract the mole first. they decide
that the latter is their highest priority. the plan begins to unravel when xe call for air support from a

rq-11 raven drone, which is ambushed by c. agents. the plan quickly goes awry, as the spectre
gunship, call-signed wildfire, calls for air support, from delta force and other loyalist forces. with air

support, they manage to take out the spectre gunship, call-signed wildfire, with no hostages lost. q is
taken into american custody, as they have him on a list of suspected enemies of the state. but the

true nature of q begins to dawn on everyone involved; q is general state ray, the head of the
minister for national security. the united states federal special operations command is now called

s.o.e and has been restructured to fight against an enemy who has all but destroyed our
infrastructure. soap assumes command and recruits a number of old foes, mostly old navy seals, to a

program where they will undergo mental and physical training. with the third-generation nike
superfly 1's has arrived. the ever-elusive return of the nike superfly 1 as the official uniform for the
nfl kick-off game. the latest edition continues the superfly tradition as a shoe that gives athletes the
freedom to move and be themselves. designed with an upper made from multiple layers of premium,

lightweight materials and a comprehensive heel lockdown system, the latest superfly 1's is a shoe
that redefines performance. flywire provides lockdown and support while flywire stagnolite® holds

the shoes together at the forefoot to reduce the likelihood of blisters.
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